
Your congregation’s preferred spiritual rite of passage?  

#3: SERVANT Worksheet - 4 Cornered Room “Serve With Me” (in a small group)
1. A Rite of Passage helps “right side” children move toward “left side” service, maturity and commitment.
2. Healthy differentiation empowers individuals in the context of a community; differentiation heals conflict
and stops abuse. It is the opposite of controlling people; it sets people free. It’s the only way to herd cats.

1 Cor 12:7  To each is given the manifestation of the Spirit for the common good.
3. The Bishop's Mistake: You shall love your neighbor as yourself, and not delegate this task to your church.

¶126 of the 2012 Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church: “Every layperson is called to carry out the
Great Commission (Matthew 28:18-20); every layperson is called to be missional.”

S
S.H.A.P.E. (Saddleback): Spiritual Gift, 
Heart, Abilities, Personality, Experiences.

What's happening in your church to serve people? 
(Who's in charge?) How accessible is it?

Inside or Outside of building? Relationship building?
Are you running it or just volunteering in it?



What can be done to create a more effective Rite of Passage from the right side to the left side?

I
What are the signs 
that a person is 
ready to cross 
into the "S" 
corner?

S

What are the signs that a 
person is ready to cross 
into the "H" corner?

What are the signs that a person is ready to
cross into the “I” corner?
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#4: HARVEST Worksheet- 4 Cornered Room “Make Disciples With Me” (in a small group)
1. The Strachan Theorem: growth potential is determined by the number of active disciple makers.
2. The Harvest Worker corner ... is empty. Disciple makers are working with their people.
3. Does our church have spiritual parents in an extended family? Or does it function more like an orphanage?

¶126 of the 2012 Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church: “Every layperson is called to carry out
the Great Commission (Matthew 28:18-20); every layperson is called to be missional.”

Within the Four Cornered Room the primary task of the Harvest Worker/mentor/partner/spiritual
parent/disciple maker is to monitor their disciples for readiness to move to the next corner and facilitate that.
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Governance

Increaingly task oriented above this line    WORSHIP    Increasingly relational below this line.

Who are the 5%-10% of attenders who have the spiritual
gift of evangelism?   

.

.
What are the signs that 
a person is ready to 
attend Worship? 
Or from Worship
to Fellowship?


